Client Portfolio Manager – Fixed Income
Key Job Responsibilities:
 Work closely with the team head and relationship managers to develop our business.
 Partner with the client facing team to meet clients, investors, gate-keepers and research
analysts.
 With a primary responsibility for articulating our investment method, portfolio positioning,
strategies, outlook as well as market insight of our portfolio.
 Participate in final presentations and due diligence meetings as needed to win new assignments.
 Support and retain existing clients via in-person meetings (on- and off-site), conference calls and
investment committee meetings, as needed in place of Portfolio Managers.
 Play a prominent role in creating and reviewing marketing and meeting materials, writing
investment commentaries and providing insight for client reports. Collaborate with the firm’s
various teams to ensure the quality of materials.
 Conduct ad-hoc market analysis, risk/reward simulation and risk factor sensitivity analysis.
 Create bespoke model portfolios for clients and the team.
Key Job Requirements:
 At least 8 years of relevant working experience in the asset management industry with extensive
product knowledge.
 Solid investment-related client-facing experience working in financial market. Comfort working
in the sophisticated institutional marketplace.
 A good team player, able to effectively manage the expectations of a diverse and demanding
client base.
 Ability to think strategically and independently. Collaborate productively, and problem-solve
effectively.
 Demonstrated project management skills defining scope of analytical solutions, resourcing with
strict timelines, executing test procedures and managing to client deliverables based on loosely
defined business requirements.
 Strong presentation, writing and interpersonal skills with the ability to communicate difficult
portfolio concepts to diverse audiences with varying degrees of investment expertise and the
ability to discern and adapt to that level of investment sophistication.
 Highly self-motivated individual with the desire to build and sustain a quality investment
organization. Sense of ownership and accountability is essential.
 Frequent travel maybe required.
 Fluent English, Cantonese and Mandarin speaking is an essential.

